
Job Description
We are looking for a talented full stack developer who is proficient in Java/JavaScript and React.js. Your primary focus 
will be developing user interface components and implementing them following well-known React.js workflows. You will 
ensure that these components and the overall application are robust and easy to maintain. You will coordinate with the 
rest of the team working on different layers of the infrastructure. Therefore, a commitment to collaborative problem 
solving, sophisticated design, and quality product is important. You will work in modern enterprise web stack with a 
growing development team.

Responsibilities
· Responsible for development of new highly-responsive, 
web-based user interface

· Work independently and collaborate with the rest of the 
development team

· Write clean, robust code backed by automated unit tests 
with full coverage

· Evaluate and recommend software components and 
practices to help keep the product competitive

· Work with product team and UI/UX designers

· Learn and understand user interactions

· Develop a flexible and well-structured front and back end 
architecture

· Mentor junior staff instilling best practices

Requirements and Qualif ications
· BA/BS Degree in Computer Science

· Strong experience using object-oriented and functional 
programming concepts in Java and JavaScript and 
React.js framework

· Experience with HTML /  CSS

· Experience with PostgreSQL

· Git/GitHub, Git Workflows

· Team player

· Good time-management skills

· Great interpersonal and communication skills

Why work with us?
· An opportunity to be a part of a fast paced, growing 
startup company in the cyber security space located in 
San Clemente, CA

· Modern, open concept work environment with flexible 
hours and a casual dress code

· Competitive salary and benefits

Desired Skills:
· Strong practical Linux and Windows-based systems 
administration skills in a cloud or virtual environment

· Experience with seamless/automated build scripts used 
for release management across all environments

· Proven background (3-5 years) in DevOps, system 
administration or similar discipline

· Linux administration, automated deployments,

· Proficiency in networking and network security

· Jenkins based Continuous Integration/Deployment

· Experience with React a Javascript Library

· Knowledgeable of web /  application servers and load 
balancers such as Tomcat, Nginx

· Working knowledge of related technologies including 
encryption, IPsec, VLANs, VPNs, routing, firewalls, proxy 
services, LAN/WAN connectivity

· Strong hardware and software diagnostic skills

· Service architecture and container use, such as Docker

· GitHub and Jenkins based Continuous 
Integration/Deployment 

Senior Full Stack Developer


